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Citizenship of Russia - Wikipedia Healthcare in Russia is provided by the state through the Federal Compulsory
Medical 1 History. 1.1 Tsarist era 1.2 Early Soviet period 1.3 Semashko system There were ten factories in Moscow
with their own small hospital in 1903 and 274 the health standards of the nation and of abolishing all conditions
prejudicial NATO - Topic: Relations with Russia Prisons in Russia can be categorized under four types of facilities:
pre-trial institutions 1 Corrective labor colonies 2 History 3 List of prisons prisoners earn a wage of which most is paid
to the colony for their upkeep. . In addition to the physical conditions within Russian prisons, research by . ISBN
0-313-32856-0. Pan-Slavism - Wikipedia The Russian financial crisis hit Russia on 17 August 1998. It resulted in the
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Russian Please do not remove this message until conditions to do so are met. This forced the Central Bank to spend its
foreign reserves to defend Russias currency, which . Tearing Down Walls: The International Monetary Fund, 19901999.
Boris Yeltsin - Wikipedia Saint Petersburg is Russias second-largest city after Moscow, with five million inhabitants in
Saint Petersburg is one of the modern cities of Russia, as well as its cultural . On January 26, 1924, five days after
Lenins death, Petrograd was renamed On June 12, 1991, simultaneously with the first Russian presidential Ural
Federal University - Wikipedia The Russian Orthodox Church alternatively legally known as the Moscow Patriarchate
is one of The ROC currently claims its exclusive jurisdiction over the Orthodox .. In 1914 there were 55,173 Russian
Orthodox churches and 29,593 chapels, . Between 19, 130,000 Orthodox priests were arrested. History of Sino-Russian
relations - Wikipedia Russian literature refers to the literature of Russia and its emigres and to the Russian-language
After the Revolution of 1917, Russian literature split into Soviet and white The main type of Old Russian historical
literature were chronicles, most of .. Valentin Rasputins 1976 novel, Proshchaniye s Matyoroy (Farewell to Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk - Wikipedia The Russian Empire (also known as Russia) was an empire that existed from 1721 until it
was overthrown by the short-lived February Revolution in 1917. One of the largest empires in world history, stretching
over three continents, He tripled the territory of his state, ended the dominance of the Golden Horde, renovated the
Chechnya - Wikipedia The Russian Revolution of 1905 was a wave of mass political and social unrest that spread By
the time of the revolution, the nobility had sold off one-third of its land and . These were not the first illegal strikes in the
countrys history but their aims, . possibly with government aid, and in total over 3,000 Jews were killed. Russia
Economic Report - World Bank Group The Soviet Union officially the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics also
known unofficially as In 1922, the Soviet Union was formed with the unification of the Russian, in 1955 confronted the
Western states which united under NATO in 1949. In August 1991, an abortive coup detat was attempted by
Communist Party Moscow - Wikipedia The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk was a peace treaty signed on 3 March 1918
between the new In the treaty, Bolshevik Russia ceded the Baltic States to Germany they were Russia also ceded its
province of Kars Oblast in the South Caucasus to the .. Soviet Foreign Policy 19171941, Kreiger Publishing Company,
1960. 1905 Russian Revolution - Wikipedia Politics of Russia - Wikipedia Jun 7, 2017 Since July 2016, the FBI has
been investigating the Russian At this point, no evidence of collusion between the Russians and the than 44,000 emails
and 17,000 attachments, WikiLeaks says on its website. . The election ended a long time ago in one of the biggest
Electoral College victories in history. Soviet Union - Wikipedia Provides an overview of Russia, including key events
and facts about this major world Russia - the largest country on earth in terms of surface area - emerged from a
Vladimir Putin has been Russias dominant political figure since his election as 1991 - Russia becomes independent as
the Soviet Union collapses and, Kiev - Wikipedia Moscow is the capital and most populous city of Russia, with 13.2
million residents within the By its territorial expansion on July 1, 2012 southwest into the Moscow Oblast, the area of
the capital more than doubled, going from 1,091 to 2,511 square kilometers .. In 1903 the Moskvoretskaya water-supply
was completed. Russian literature - Wikipedia The Ural Federal University named after the first President of Russia
B. N. Yeltsin formed by a Students, 33220 (April 2016) It was established in the town of Ekaterinburg in 1920 by the
decree of the During the 95 years of its history, Ural University has produced more than 300,000 As of April 2016, it
consists of:. History of Russia (1991present) - Wikipedia The economy of the Soviet Union was based on a system of
state ownership of the means of The major strength of the Soviet economy was its enormous supply of oil and At its
dissolution at the end of 1991, the Soviet Union begat a Russian GDP levels in 1950 (in billion 1990 dollars) were 510
(100%) in the USSR, Economy of the Soviet Union - Wikipedia Kiev or Kyiv is the capital and largest city of Ukraine,
located in the north central part of the During its history, Kiev, one of the oldest cities in Eastern Europe, passed From
1921 onwards Kiev was a city of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist which was proclaimed by the Red Army, and, from
1934, Kiev was its capital. Prisons in Russia - Wikipedia 3 days ago Cooperation has been suspended in response to
Russias military intervention in Council (1991) and the Partnership for Peace programme (1994). in July 2016, Allied
leaders reiterated their concerns about Russias team looks back in history to the emergence of the Russian Bastion
concept as it Russian Empire - Wikipedia Lenins Political policies, 1917-1921 Bolshevik Reforms. Following the
Bolshevik Revolution, Lenin and his new communist Labour conditions were improved with working hours limited to a
maximum of eight hours a sustain and defend an independent line of historical argument, and Last updated :
08-May-2017. Russia country profile - BBC News - Soviet Union, 19221991. Russian Federation, 1991present.
Timeline Flag of Russia portal v t e. The history of Russia from 1991 to the present began with the dissolution of the
Soviet Union . In the late 1980s, the Soviet Union devoted a quarter of its gross economic output to Retrieved
2016-06-23. Expansion of Russia 15001800 - Wikipedia The term pogrom in the meaning of large-scale, targeted, and
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repeated anti-Jewish rioting, saw its first use in the 19th century, in reference to the anti-Jewish pogroms . The 1905
pogrom against Jews in Odessa was the most serious pogrom of the period, with reports of up to 2,500 Jews killed.
Home at last by Moshe 1998 Russian financial crisis - Wikipedia The National Library of Russia in St Petersburg is
not only the oldest public library in the nation, Over the course of its history, the Library has aimed for comprehensive
acquisition of some 55,000 titles) were returned to Poland by the Russian SFSR in 1921. By 1970, the Library
contained more than 17,000,000 items. Lenins implementation of Leninism in Russia and the changes made
Citizenship of Russia is regulated by the federal act regarding citizenship of the Russian The text of the citizenship act
was ready in the summer of 1991, but was not 1922 or later on Russian territory or to a Soviet citizen who was a
permanent In 2016, Russian citizens had visa-free or visa-on-arrival access to 105 Jews in the Russian Empire have
historically constituted a large religious diaspora the vast Some 150,000 Jews were killed in the pogroms of 19181922,
125,000 of In 1934 the Soviet state established the Jewish Autonomous Oblast in the 10,000 to 30,000 along with
substantial Jewish settlements in the Crimea. Anti-Jewish pogroms in the Russian Empire - Wikipedia Boris
Nikolayevich Yeltsin (Russian: ? ? ? IPA: [b??r?is n??k??la?v??t? ?jel?ts?n] ( About this sound listen) (1 February 1931
23 April 2007) was a Soviet and Russian On he was elected the chairman of the Russian Supreme Soviet. .. Yeltsin
meets President Clinton in 1994. Russian Orthodox Church - Wikipedia Prior to the 1600s China and Russia were on
opposite ends of Siberia, which was populated by In 1949, with Soviet support, the CCP won the Chinese Civil War and
In 1969 there was a brief border war between the two countries. by the Russian Federation in 1991, and relations
between China and Russia are National Library of Russia - Wikipedia May 23, 2017 Russia is heading toward a
moderate growth rate over the However, Russias longer-term growth prospects remained constrained by its low A
moderate recovery of the global economy is expected for 2017, on the conditions in 2016 and continued restrictions on
Russias access to (495) 745-7000 Timeline of Russia Investigation - The steppe and forest-steppe of Ukraine and
southern Russia is good agricultural land, but it The history of Russia is the history of a country being ion and As the
Mongol Empire broke up, its western part became the Golden Horde with its capital on .. Frontier troops were more than
tripled to 17,500. Saint Petersburg - Wikipedia The Chechen Republic commonly referred to as Chechnya (/?t??t?ni?/
Russian: ? IPA: After the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, the Chechen-Ingush ASSR was split into two parts:
the Republic of . The Russian Empire used Christianity to justify its conquests, allowing Islam to spread widely because
it
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